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201E_2.EPS

Quartet Duramax® Easel

The perfect flipchart easel to withstand the wear and tear of everyday

use, the Duramax easel has been designed to resist scratches and

dents. Made of an indestructible, molded, high-density polyethylene

plastic, it’s even possible to stack several units together for storage and

transportation.The entire unit is self-contained. When ready to use,

the pedestal base slides out from the body of the easel and locks firmly

into position. Molded hand grips allow easy set-up and an accessory

compartment stores markers and tape. For flipchart use, a hassle-free,

spring-loaded retainer securely holds a 27" x 34" (685 x 860mm) pad.

(Order pads separately). Height 72" (1825mm).

Catalog # Color

200E Grey

201E Graphite
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Flipchart Easel

This sturdy, tripod easel is specifically designed to hold flipcharts.

The aluminum pad support and spring-loaded pad retainer hold any

standard size easel pad. (Order pads separately.) The strong silver-

colored legs lock into position, extending the easel to 72" (1825mm)

high. For storage or transport, the legs fold up neatly behind the pad

surface. A full-length accessory tray keeps markers within reach and

non-skid, plastic feet won’t mar flooring.

Catalog # 75E

To download high resolution images or to copy text, see Help.
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Quartet Unimate® Easel

The portable Unimate is perfect for all professional presentations.

The height and angle of the Unimate are adjustable up to 70"

(1780mm) high for viewing, presenting and preparing flipcharts.The

two-sided, dry-erase, white marker board has a unique easy-to-use

spring-loaded flipchart holder that holds any pad. (Order pads

separately.) High-tech, black anodized finish and European design

with strong, solid quality construction. Lightweight and portable.

Catalog # 100E
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Presentation Easel Carrying Case

Durable, water-resistant nylon easel bag with reinforced vinyl

interior.The most practical way to travel with the 100E Unimate

easel, 200E or 201E Duramax easel. Stain-resistant black tote

includes adjustable shoulder strap and assist handle for easy

transport. Overall size: 32" x 45" (810 x 1140mm).

Catalog # 100EC

To download high resolution images or to copy text, see Help.
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Supermate™ Easel

A great presentation easel, Supermate provides a double-sided

expanded writing surface and two side-by-side flipchart holders to

accommodate the most information packed meetings.The quick-

release, spring-loaded pad retainers make flipchart insertion and

removal a cinch.A marker rail extends across the full width of the

board.A european-style, black-finish, anodized aluminum frame adds

the finishing touch. Supermate folds for easy transport and storage.

Overall size: 57"W x 72"H (1540 x 1825mm).

Catalog # 111E

To download high resolution images or to copy text, see Help.
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Mark ’N Wipe® Aluminum Easel

All the ingredients to conduct a productive meeting wrapped into

one aluminum presentation easel.The dry-erase 40" x 29" (1020 x

735mm) melamine surface has a full-length rail, a spring-loaded pad

retainer, a paper pad and a clear plastic, zippered pouch in back for

accessories. Use the easel at full height 71" (1800mm) high or at

tabletop level 401⁄2" (1030mm) by adjusting the telescoping rear legs.

The front legs fold back and snap into place when not in use. Folds

for easy storage to 40" x 29" x 3" (1020 x 735 x 75mm). Pad included.

Catalog # 91E

To download high resolution images or to copy text, see Help.
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Mark ’N Wipe® Easel with Solid Oak Frame

For a crisp, clean look, the melamine Mark ’N Wipe easel features a

modern easel stand with a fresh white finish.The tilt of the writing

board can be adjusted for presentations and flipchart preparation

(paper pad included).The 31" x 36" (785 x 900mm) board is framed

in a natural finish, solid oak frame with Quartet’s five-piece

construction including a full-length marker rail attached to the

lower frame. For storage, the easel board folds down. Easel height

adjustable from 40" to 72" (1020 to 1825mm).

Catalog # 60E

To download high resolution images or to copy text, see Help.
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Mark ’N Wipe® Steel Easel

An excellent meeting tool, this steel flipchart easel is available with a

Mark ’N Wipe melamine surface.The board surface is 40" x 29"

(1020 x 735mm) and framed in anodized aluminum. A pad retainer is

included for flipchart presentations. Adjusts from 40" (1020mm) for

tabletop use to 70" (1780mm) at full-height and features rubber feet

to prevent legs from skidding or marring.The full-length accessory

tray holds markers and chalk and has protective end caps.

Catalog # Description

81E Mark ’N Wipe melamine surface

To download high resolution images or to copy text, see Help.
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Oval Office™ Easel

The easel that fits in anywhere it goes. Present information on the

29" x 40" (735 x 1020mm) melamine board or put a 27" x 34"

(685 x 860mm) flipchart in the pad retainer to illustrate your

point. Features a grey finish radius steel frame with a grey

melamine writing surface or a bronze finish frame with a white

melamine writing surface. Includes a 10" (250mm) marker tray.

70" (1780mm) high.

Catalog # Color

70EG Grey

70E Bronze

To download high resolution images or to copy text, see Help.
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Futura™ Easel

This versatile easel converts from floor model to tabletop size in

seconds by pressing the release buttons and sliding the presentation

board down. Futura features a melamine dry-erase marker board

with flipchart pad holder. The durable steel construction with

contemporary black lacquer finish looks great and performs with

reliance every time you present.The height adjusts from 40" to 67"

(1020 to 1700mm). Includes accessory tray. Portable and compact

for storage.

Catalog # 351900

To download high resolution images or to copy text, see Help.
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Solid Oak Easel with Four Legs

Always in good taste, the solid, natural oak finish easel holds boards

up to 8' x 4' (2400 x 1200mm).The adjustable wooden pegs can be

repositioned to accommodate various size boards. Hinged metal

braces and an oak crosspiece lock the easel legs into position.The

69" (1750mm) tall easel folds up to 41⁄4" x 23⁄4" x 69" (105 x 70 x

1750mm) for storage.

Catalog # 40E

To download high resolution images or to copy text, see Help.
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Lightweight Easel

Black or natural finish hardwood easel is specifically designed to

display small boards and various graphics and posters on the

adjustable support ledge. Light enough to transport from room 

to room, this easel can be easily disassembled for storage.

64" (1625mm) high.

Catalog # Color

41E Natural finish

42E Black finish

To download high resolution images or to copy text, see Help.
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Heavy-Duty Telescoping Aluminum Easel

Display presentation materials on sturdy adjustable holders or 

present materials using a standard size flipchart pad.This heavy gauge

aluminum easel features locking cross-braces and 1" (25mm) diameter

tubular legs.The telescoping legs twist-lock securely into position.The

easel conveniently downsizes for portability.Available in silver and

black finish anodized aluminum.The flipchart pad retainer is optional.

Catalog # Color Description

55E Silver Easel

56E Black Easel 

Pad Retainer Accessory

Easy-to-use flipchart holder attaches securely to the top of the display

easel enabling it to hold paper pads and to stabilize presentation

graphics or boards.

Catalog # Color Description

55T Silver For use with 55E

56T Black For use with 56E

To download high resolution images or to copy text, see Help.

File Name: 55T.EPS Folder: EASELS File Name: 56T.EPS
55ET.EPS CD# 7 56E.EPS
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Tabletop Easel

Compact aluminum easel is 18" (450mm) high for holding small

signs or boards on a counter or tabletop. Extension arms fold out

from the top for additional support.The support rail is securely

attached and folds neatly and compactly for storing.

Catalog # 52E

To download high resolution images or to copy text, see Help.
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CD# 7 Folder: EASELS File Names: 50E.EPS 51E.EPS
50T.EPS 51T.EPS 50E_DET1.EPS 50E_DET2.EPS 50E_FLIP.EPS

Lightweight Telescoping Aluminum Easel

Portable, lightweight aluminum tripod easel features 3⁄4" (19mm)

tubular legs that extend from 38" to 66" (965 to 1675mm). Easy to

use, twist-locking legs secure into position without marring, and

locking cross-braces stabilize the easel. Complete with adjustable

holders that support boards and presentation materials. Folds for

storage. For flipchart use, the attachable 50T and 51T pad retainers

are available.

Silver Finish

Catalog # Color Description

50E Silver Easel

50T Silver Pad retainer for 50E

50ET Silver Easel with pad retainer

Black Finish

Catalog # Color Description

51E Black Easel

51T Black Pad retainer for 51E
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Display Easel Carrying Case

Now it’s easier than ever to take your Quartet easel wherever 

you go. Made of resilient black canvas, this convenient bag features 

a heavy-duty zipper, reinforced carrying handle and shoulder 

strap.Transports the 50E, 51E, 55E, 56E, 41E, and 42E.

Dimensions: 381⁄2" x 61⁄2" x 11⁄2" (975 x 165 x 38mm).

Catalog # 156355

To download high resolution images or to copy text, see Help.
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Tripod Steel Easel

For display and presentation purposes, this strong easel in bronze
or walnut woodgrain finish has two sets of fold-out brackets to
support boards up to 8' x 4' (2400 x 1200mm). An optional, dry-
erase presentation board can be attached to the top of the easel
for use at meetings and seminars.The easel stands 72" (1825mm)
high and a sturdy locking mechanism secures the legs in place.And
when it’s time to put it away, the easel folds trimly to 1" x 4" x 72"
(25 x 100 x 1825mm). Plastic, non-skid feet.

Catalog # Color
21E Bronze finish

Attachable Presentation Boards

These 29" x 40" (735 x 1020mm) writing boards have a special
bracket that slips over and secures it to the top of the display easel.
Boards include a 10" (250mm) marker rail and an adjustable pad
retainer.

Catalog # Description
21E-7 Oval Office melamine board

with bracket (rounded corners)

To download high resolution images or to copy text, see Help.
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Radius Reversible Easel

A fresh new look for presentation easels featuring clean lines and

two dry erase writing surfaces.The second melamine writing area is

accessible by reversing the 30'' x 41'' board and securing it into

position.The tubular steel frame is angled for comfortable writing.

Solidly constructed of heavy gauge steel with a neutral color

powder coat finish. For easy mobility, the easel features 2 locking

and 2 non-locking 2'' casters. Accessory tray and pad retainer are

also included.

Catalog # Color Size

300E Putty 30" x 41"

301E Graphite 30" x 41"

To download high resolution images or to copy text, see Help.
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Radius Reversible Board

Radius edge reversible writing boards make a positive statement

about your message. Offering plenty of writing area, the double-

sided melamine board is available in a 4' x 3' and a 6' x 4' size.To

access the second writing area, reverse the board and secure it into

position.The neutral powder coat finish blends with any meeting

environment and the heavy gauge steel construction ensures

durability.Accessory tray included. Easy to transport on 2'' casters.

Catalog # Size

Putty 93534 4' x 3'

93537 6' x 4'

Black 93535 4' x 3'

93538 6' x 4'

To download high resolution images or to copy text, see Help.
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Instant Easel

The easel that goes where you go.The Instant Easel sets up in

seconds and stays in place until you’re ready to leave.This trim,

lightweight black steel design weighs only 3 lbs and folds to fit inside

a briefcase.The adjustable display holders lock into place anywhere

along the easel legs and support posters, placards and small boards

up to 5 lbs.

Also available in tabletop size.This smaller version of the Instant

Easel weighs .5 lbs and displays materials up to 5 lbs.

Catalog # Size

29E 63'' Full Height, 15'' Folded

28E 14'' Table Top, 143⁄4'' Folded

To download high resolution images or to copy text, see Help.
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